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SOME PROPERTIES OF RATIONAL PLANE TRIANGLES
WHOSE SIDES ARE WHOLE NUMBERS.
BY ARTEMAS MARTIN,, LL. D.,
Washington, D. C.
A rational triangle is a triangle whose sides and area are ex-
pressible by rational numbers. If the sides are whole numbers
having no common divisor, the triangle may be called a prime
triangle.
A plane triangle is a triangle whose sides are straight lines, and
whose surface is a plane. Only plane triangles are considered in
this paper.
A right-angled triangle is a triangle having two’ of its sides
perpendicular to each other; these two sides are called the legs
of the triangle, and the other side is called the hypotenuse. Such
triangles are also called right triangles.
A triangle having all three of its angles less than a right angle
is called an acute triangle; a triangle having one angle greater
than a right angle is called an obtuse triangle. These triangles
(acute and obtuse) are also called scalene triangles.
I. RIGHT TRIANGLES.
It has been known for centuries that the expressions 2pq^ p2q2,
p2-\-q2 represent the sides of a right triangle for all possible values
of p and q, where 2pq, p2q2 are the legs and p2-}-q2 the. hy-
potenuse. In order that the triangle may be prime, p and q must
be prime to each other, one odd and the other even.
1.The sum of the hypotenuse and the leg 2pq is always a
square number.
Proof-(p^+q2) +2pq=p2+2pq+q2= (p+q)2.
2.The difference between the hypotenuse and the leg 2pq
is always a square number.
Proof(p2+q2)2pq=p22pq+q2= (pq)2.
3.The sum of the hypotenuse and the leg p2q2 is always
double a square.
Proof{p2+q2)-\-(p2q2)=2p2.
4.The difference between the hypotenuse and the leg p2q2
is always double a square.
Proof(p2+q2)(p2q2)==2q2.
5.One of the legs of a prime right triangle is divisible by 3.
Proof.This will evidently be the case when either p or q is
divisible by 3; but when neither is divisible by 3 we have
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^===3 m+1 or 3 m+2, ^=3 n-^-1 or 3 n+2,
and for any one of the combinations
^===3 m+l, q==3 n+1 or 3 n.+2 ;
^===3 M+2, g=3 ^+1 or $ ^+2,
^2g2 is divisible by 3.
6.One of the legs of a prime right triangle is divisible by 4.
Proof.Since either p or
^
is even, it follows that the side
2pq is always divisible by 4.
7.On^ of the sides of a prime right triangle is divisible by 5.
Proof.This will evidently be the case when either p or q
is ’divisible by 5, for then 2pq is divisible by 5. When neither
p nor q is so divisible by 5, then either p2q2 or p2J^q2 must be
divisible by 5, and we have
p=z5m-}-l or 5m-\-2 or 5m-(-3 or 5m+4,
q=5n-}-l or 5n-{-2 or 5w-)-3 or 5n+4.
When p=5m-[-l, for g===5n4-l and g===5n-)-^ ^292 ls divisible
by 5; and for q=5n-}-2 and ^===5n+3, P2-^^2 ls divisible by 5.
When ^=5m+2, for g==5n+2 and g===5n+3, ^?2q2 is divisible
by 5; and for g==5^+l ^d ^^Sn-^, ^^g^2 is divisible by 5.
When ^==5m+3, for ^==5n+2 and g==5w+3, ^2g2 is divisible
by 5; and for q==5n-\-l and ^==5w-)-4, p2-}-q2 is divisible by 5.
When ^==5m+4, for ^===5^+1 and q=6n-\-4, p2q2 is divisible
by 5; and for ^==5^+2 and q==5n-^-3, ^2+^2 ^ divisible by 5.Hence some one of the sides is always divisible by 5.
8.The area of a prime right triangle is divisible by 6.
Proof.The area is pq(p2q2). Either p or q is divisible
by §[, and we have already shown that p2q2 is always divisible
by 3 when neither p nor q is divisible by 3; hence pq(p2q2) is
always divisible by 2X3==6. - ,
9.The continued product of the three sides of a prime right
triangle ts divisible by 60.
Proof.The continued product is
2pqX(P2q2)X(P2+q2V
It has been shown that 2pq is always divisible by 4; that, when
neither p nor q is divisible by 3, p2q2 is divisible by 3; and that,
when neither p nor q is divisible by 5, either p2q2 or p2-{-q2 is
divisible by 5; therefore
^X^g^X^+g2)
is always divisible by 4X3X5=60.
10.The hypotenuse of a prime right triangle is an odd number.
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Proof.Since p2-^-q2 is odd when p and q are prime to each
other and one odd and the other even, therefore, the hypotenuse
of a prime right triangle is always an odd number. v
11.One of the legs of a prime right triangle is an odd number.
Proof.Since p2-{-q2 is odd when p and q are prime to each
other and one odd and the other even, therefore, one of the legs
of a right triangle is always an odd number.
12.Every odd number greater than 1 is the shorter leg of a
prime right triangle.
Proof.Let x, y be the legs and z the hypotenuse; then
^-{-y2^^2 ors2x^^y2.
Assume y==2n-}-l, then
s2x2==<is+^^x)==y2={2n+l)2=4:n2+4:n+l.
Take sx=l, then z~\-x=W-}-4:n-\-l; from which we get
^=2^(^+1)+1, ;r==2^(>+l),
where n may be any positive whole number. Hence y=2n-}-l
may be any odd number greater than 1, and y is always less
than x.
Taking ^===1, the sides of the triangle are 3, 4, 5;
Taking n==2, the sides of the triangle are 5,12,13 ;
Taking ^===3, the sides of the triangle are 7, 24, 25 ;
Taking w==4, the sides of the triangle are 9, 40, 41;
and so on, indefinitely.
The sum of the hypotenuse and longer leg is equal to the square
of the other leg; for,
[^n (n+1) +1] +[2n (n+1) ] =4^+4^+1=- (2n+l) ^y2.
13.The double of any even number greater than 2 is the
shorter leg of a prime right triangle.
Proof.Representing the sides by x, y, z, as above, if we take
y==2n,
s2.r2:==4^2;
and if we take z.r=2, we have s-}-x=2n2; whence ^^^H2-}-!,
x-=-n21, where n may be any even number greater than 2.
If n=4, the sides are 8,15,17 ;
If n=6, the sides are 12,35,37;
If ^.=8, the sides are 16, 63, 65;
If n==10, the sides are 20, 99,101 ;
a’nd so on, indefinitely.
Twice the sum of the hypotenuse and longer leg is equal to the
square of the other leg; for,
2[(n2-}-l’)+(n2l)]==W=(2n)2==y2.
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II. SCALENE TRIANGLES.
14.Two of the sides of a rational prime scalene triangle must
be odd.
Proof.Let 2m-\-l, 2n-{-l, 2p denote the sides of a prime
scalene triangle; then their sum is
2m+2n+2p+2,
an even number, and the area of the triangle is
VK^+^+^+i) (^+^^+i) (^+^n) (^+^m)])
which must be a whole number.
The sides can not be all even, for in that case the triangle would
not be prime.
Suppose the sides are all odd and are 2m+l, 2n-{-l, 2p-}-l; then
their sum is
2m+2^+2^+3,
which is not an even number, and therefore the area can not be
a whole number when the sides are all odd.
Suppose the sides are two even and one odd, and are 2m, 2n,
2p-}-l; then their sum is 2m-}-2n-{-2p-{-l, which is not an even
number, and therefore the area can not be a whole number when
the sides are two even and one odd.
15.The shortest side of a prime rational triangle can not be
less than 3.
Proof.(a) The difference of two sides of a triangle must be
less than the third side. The difference between the sides when
integral can not be less than 1; hence the least side can not be 1.
(/?) If the shortest side be 2, the difference of the other two
sides can not be 2, and must therefore be 1; but, since two of
the sides of a prime triangle must be odd, it is obvious.that if the
difference of two of the sides be 1, one of them must be even,
and it follows that a prime rational triangle can not have a side
=2.
(y) Since the least side of a prime rational triangle can not be
1, nor 2, therefore it can not be less than 3.
16.The difference between the sum of the two shorter sides
of a rational prime triangle and the longest side can not be unity.
Proof.Let 2m4-l, 2n-\-l and 2p denote the sides; then, tak-
ing p to be the longest side,
(2m+l)+(i2n+l)2p=2m+2n+22p,
which is divisible by 2 and can not, therefore be 1.
Supposing 2m+l to be the longest side we have
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(2^+1) +2p(2m+l)=2m+2p2m,
which is also divisible by 2 and can not be 1.
If 2^+1 be supposed the longest side, the result will be divisible
by 2.
17.The area of any prime rational triangle is divisible by 6.
Proof.Any prime triangle can be divided into two right tri-
angles by drawing a perpendicular from the greatest angle to
the side opposite. The area of each of which has been shown to
be divisible by 6, and therefore the area of the triangle which is
their sum is also divisible by 6.
18.Every whole number greater than 2 is the shortest side o’f
an infinite number of prime triangles.
Proof.(8) When the least side is odd, let it be 2a+l, and
the other two sides x and ;r-[-2&+l, where a>b; then the area
of the triangle is
y[(ab) (a+&+l) {xa+b) (^+o+&+l)],
which must be a rational whole number, and we must have
(o&) (a+b+1) (.TO+&) ^+a+b+l)=a,
-^(.^-by^+b+iy^-a+b)2, say;
whence we get
q2
x+a+b+l^=(ab) (a+b+1) (^o+&),
and
(a+b+^^+^a-b)^2]
;. (ab^a+b+^q2?2
The above value of x will be integral when
x=
(ab) ^a+b+l)q2p2^–l ............... (1)
The equation
- p^-(a^-b) (a.+&+l)^=+l ............... (2)
is always possible for integral values of p and q when (a-b)
(a-\-b-\-l) is not a square number.
The sides of the triangle corresponding to (2) are, if we sub-
stitute (a&)(a+&+l)g2+l for p2,
2a+l, (a+&+l)[(2a+l)(a&)g2+l](2&+l), and
(a+&+l)[ (2a+l) {ar-b) ^+1],
changing the signs of the second and third sides to make them
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positive, where a may be any whole number and b any whole
number less than a.
The indeterminate equation (2) has an infinite number of
values for each value of a, and for each value of b, hence every
odd number greater than 1 is the shortest side of an infinite num-
ber of prime triangles.
(c) When the least side is even, let it be 2a, and the other two
sides x and x-\-^b, a>b; then the area is
V[(^-&) (a+b) (x-a+b) Qr+a+&)L
and we must have
(ab) (a+b) {xa+b) (^+a+&)=D,
P2
^(a&)2(o+&)2(^o:+&)2, suppose;
p2
then ,r+a+&-^ (a2^2) {xa+b) ;
(o+&)[^+(a2-62)g2]
whencex=
^b^q2?2
which will be an integer when
^b^q2?12^^! ...................... (3)
This condition is always possible for the lower sign when
a2b2 is not a square, and for this case the sides of the triangle
are
2a, 2a(^2&2)g2+(6^&), 2a (a2&2)^2+(a+&).
Take b^l, then we have
^2-(^2-l)g2==+l,
and the sides of the corresponding triangle are
2a, 2a(a2l)g2+(al), 2^(o2l)^2+(a+l) ........ (A).
Take &===:2, then we have
^2(o24)g2==+l,
and the sides of the triangle are
2o, 2o(a24)g2+(a2), 2^(a24)g2+(a+2) ........ (B)
Since a21 and a24: can never be squares for any integral
values of a, it follows that the equation
^-(^-l)^2=+l
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is possible for all values o’f a greater than unity; and that the
equation
^(a24)^=+1
is possible for all values o’f a greater than 2.
When a is odd the sides given by (A) are divisible by 2, and
when a is even the sides given by (B) are divisible by 2; hence
when a is odd (B) will give prime triangles, and when a is even
(A) will give prime triangles.
As these two sets of formulas, (A) and (B), include all integral
values of a greater than unity, they will give prime triangles with
the shortest side equal to any even number greater than 2. Hence
any even number greater than 2 is the shortest side of an infinite
number of prime rational triangles.
It has been shown in (8) that every odd number greater than
1 is the shortest side of an infinite number of prime rational tri-
angles ; therefore, it follows from what has been done that every
integral number greater than 2 is the shortest side of an infinite
series of prime rational triangles.
COAL LAND.
It is a widespread popular impression that if coal is found outcrop-
ping- on a tract, the land is coal land, and that if no coal is to be found
outcropping’ the land is non-coal land. If this were true probably
more than one-half of the coal produced in the country (in some
states more than 95 per cent) would be coming from mines not on
coal land. As an illustration, 196 mines in Indiana in 190’8 produced
11,997,304 tons of coal. Of these 196 mines, 15 were working the
coal from the outcrop and produced 400,733 tons, or a little over 3
per cent of the total. The rest was mined from land, the surface of
which showed no coal.
COMPRESSED AIR AT PANAMA.
One of the largest air-compressor plants in the world is that
which supplies compressed air for the work on the Panama canal.
Of the four separate stations, the one at Empire is the largest and
the one at Balboa the smallest. The other two are at Las Cascadas
and Rio Grande. The air compressors at Las Cascadas, Empire and
Rio Grande deliver their entire output into a 10-inch main, 14 miles
long, from which it is drawn off by smaller subsidiary mains to the
air drills and other machinery at various points along the canal. The
greater part of the air is used in and around Culebra Cut. The plant
at Balboa comprises two Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon compressors, each
capable of delivering 2,200 cubic feet of air into a main four miles
long. The two plants thus have 18 miles of air-compressor mains,
which is believed to be the longest in existence.
